SHANKAR, Engineer: “The PG Course in International Business at Stella Maris has transformed my thinking and has focused me to obtain a clear outline to move towards the goalposts in my career. The PCIB/IMBA programme is currently helping me to gain management knowledge and has motivated me further to hone an all-around development skills ranging from personal to entrepreneurial skills. The quality of the programme transformed me to develop a mindset of research leading to a sense of questioning to know the proof behind the existence of present business scenario. The faculties who are teaching range from Research Professors to Industry experts and they constantly inspire me to work smart and hard to follow global standards in benchmarking my deliveries.”

NISHRITA.O, Entrepreneur: “PCIB / IMBA programme is a wonderful study experience which helps students gain confidence and immense knowledge about the current global business scenario. It caters to the needs of top level management and shapes one’s professionalised personality.”

SAVITHA JAGANNATH, Team Administrator- Inward Investment: “The PCIB course is a compact programme that gives a good insight into International Business with lot of practical learning. The programme has a good coverage of concepts and practical insights that help a learner to catch up with updated information. The faculty team is very exclusive and is a combination of academicians and industry experts. The highlight of the course, however, is that it provides a platform to move to a postgraduate programme in Liverpool Hope Business School paving a way from domestic to an international learning context.”